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SUMMARY

A study of college teaching positions advertised from 1992 to 2001 reveals several important tendencies

in the hiring of percussion faculty at U.S. institutions of higher education. These trends are examined in

terms of degree requirements, commonly requested secondary areas of expertise outside percussion,

preferred areas of specialization within percussion, and institutions that most frequently place graduates

in these positions.



Anyone interested in teaching percussion at the college level should be aware of current percussion

faculty hiring trends at institutions of higher education. These trends include the degrees preferred or

required by hiring institutions, the experience required in various areas of percussion performance and

pedagogy, the actual qualifications of selected candidates, and the schools at which these applicants

received their training. By knowing how to prepare for a career in higher education, percussion students

can gain an advantage when beginning to apply for faculty positions.

Surprisingly little research has examined these hiring trends. Larry Snider conducted a study of the

expected qualifications for higher-education percussion faculty candidates from 1973 to 1975.1 He

investigated the desired qualifications for percussion faculty but not the actual credentials of selected

applicants. Unfortunately, no research has been conducted since that time; therefore, this study provides

current information by exploring percussion positions advertised from 1992 to 2001. The larger time

frame is advantageous in discovering current hiring tendencies and yielding more reliable averages than

the relatively short three-year window assessed by Snider. I assembled data from the College Music

Society (CMS) and biographical Internet resources to investigate the following subjects: (a) the

importance of doctoral degrees in the hiring process, (b) the most commonly requested secondary areas

of expertise, (c) the most preferred areas of specialization, and (d) the institutions that most frequently

place graduates in college percussion teaching positions.
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METHOD

My research consisted of collecting data from several sources: the Music Vacancy List (MVL) and the

Directory of Music Faculties in Colleges and Universities, United States and Canada, both published by

CMS, as well as numerous Internet resources. The most elusive information was the job description for

each position. The majority of music-faculty searches are advertised in the MVL, but virtually no

libraries subscribe to this publication; furthermore, the electronic version of the MVL on the CMS

website only includes archives from 1999 forward. I am greatly indebted to Shannon Devlin of Member

Services at the CMS Executive Office for providing all the MVL percussion listings from 1992 to 1998.

I created a database of percussion positions advertised in the MVL from August 1992 to July 2001. The

database includes all positions that appear to consist of at least a fifty percent teaching load in

percussion. Although the advertisements never specify the exact proportion of teaching duties, I made

an educated guess based on the responsibilities listed in the job description. The database also includes

positions requesting an applicant in one of two possible instrumental areas, for instance percussion or

brass, regardless of whether the candidate chosen was a percussionist. The data excludes positions at

institutions outside the United States as well as non-specific positions in instrumental music.

I obtained information on selected candidate qualifications from the following sources: the hiring

school’s website; the chosen candidate’s website; other reliable websites containing biographical

information about the candidate, such as music-industry websites; and personal correspondence with

department heads and faculty members. In the case of schools with only one percussion faculty

member, I assumed that the current faculty member was the selected applicant if the school had not

advertised more than one position during the time frame of the study. In the case of schools with more

than one percussion faculty member, the CMS Directory aided in determining which member joined the

faculty in the year the position began. In some instances, a new faculty member did not appear in the

Directory until one year after the position began; in these cases, I assumed that clerical errors or a delay

in hiring may have prevented a listing of the candidate in the directory the first year. The Directory also

provided the names and degree qualifications of faculty that could not be determined from the Internet
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and served to resolve conflicting information. Unfortunately, I could not locate information about the

institutions at which candidates received their highest degree for four positions, but I did obtain

information for ninety-seven percent of the positions that were filled. This allowed me to make

observations about which institutions have most frequently placed graduates in percussion faculty

positions.
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RESULTS

Table 1 indicates the preferred or required degree qualifications for advertised percussion vacancies and

the qualifications of the candidates who filled them. The columns under Positions advertised show the

total number of positions advertised in the MVL for each year (Total) and the number of those job

descriptions that stated a requirement or preference for candidates possessing a doctoral degree

(Doctorate R/P). The columns under Candidates with doctorate display the number of selected

candidates who possessed doctorates at the time of hiring for all positions (Total) and for positions

requiring or preferring a doctorate (Doctorate R/P). Table 2 contains similar data to that found in table 1;

however, the data in table 2 is based only on full-time, tenure-track positions.

Table 1. All advertised percussion positions by year and candidate qualifications

Positions advertised Candidates with doctorate

Year Total Doctorate R/P Total Doctorate R/P

1992-93 8 5 4 3

1993-94 8 3 0 0

1994-95 9 6 2 2

1995-96 10 5 4 3

1996-97 15 10 5 4

1997-98 10 7 3 2

1998-99 19 12 4 3

1999-00 25 20 6 5

2000-01 15 8 6 5
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Table 2. Tenure-track percussion positions by year and candidate qualifications

Positions advertised Candidates with doctorate

Year Total Doctorate R/P Total Doctorate R/P

1992-93 5 4 4 3

1993-94 5 3 0 0

1994-95 5 4 1 1

1995-96 3 1 1 1

1996-97 6 4 3 2

1997-98 5 4 1 1

1998-99 10 8 3 2

1999-00 17 15 5 4

2000-01 14 9 6 5
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From the database of 119 positions advertised from 1992 to 2001, I was able to determine the frequency

with which particular areas of experience beyond percussion were requested. The following are the

numbers of job descriptions requesting the ability to teach in specific secondary areas:

Area Positions

None specified 62

Band 15

Theory 13

Marching band 11

Jazz 7

World music 6

Education 2

History 2

Technology 2

Ethnomusicology 2

Conducting 1

Keyboard 1

Music appreciation 1

The sixty-two positions designated None specified either did not mention or specify a secondary area;

often the job announcements stated that other duties would be assigned based on the candidate’s

qualifications or departmental need. Below are the numbers of positions requesting experience in

specialized areas of percussion:

Area    Positions

Marching percussion 36

Jazz drums and percussion 32

World percussion 21

Steel band 9
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The institutions that placed two or more graduates in the 119 percussion faculty positions studied, based

upon the schools at which selected candidates received their highest degree at the time they were hired,

are as follows:

Institution  Placements

Eastman School of Music 10

University of North Texas 9

University of Michigan 5

Northwestern University 4

University of Akron 4

University of Arizona 4

University of Illinois 4

University of Miami 4

Eastern Illinois University 3

Indiana University 3

Manhattan School of Music 2

University of Kentucky 2

University of Southern California 2

University of Texas-Austin 2

University of Wisconsin-Madison 2

In some instances, one institution’s graduate received up to four positions during this period; in these

situations, the candidate only accounts for one placement by that school. Conversely, if a candidate

accepted a position while possessing a master’s degree from one institution and then obtained a second

position after completing his or her doctoral degree at a different institution, then that person does

account for multiple placements in the list. The following schools placed one graduate from 1992 to

2001: Arizona State University, Ball State University, Bowling Green State University, California Institute

of the Arts, California State University-Sacramento, East Carolina University, Georgia State University,

Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Ithaca College, James Madison University, The Julliard School, Kent

State University, Louisiana Tech University, Miami University (Ohio), Morehead State University, New
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England Conservatory, Northern Arizona University, Ohio State University, Peabody Conservatory of

Music, Rice University, Southwest Texas State University, State University of New York-Stony Brook,

Texas Tech University, University of California-San Diego, University of Cincinnati College Conservatory

of Music, University of Georgia, University of Kansas, University of Memphis, University of Mississippi,

University of Nevada-Reno, University of New Mexico, University of North Carolina-Greensboro,

University of Oklahoma, West Virginia University, Western Illinois University, Wichita State University,

and Yale University School of Music.
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DISCUSSION

The results of this study verify that possession of a doctorate has become an increasingly preferred or

required asset for procuring faculty positions in percussion. Larry Snider found that twenty-three percent

of positions from 1973 to 1975 preferred a doctoral degree,2 whereas sixty-four percent of positions from

1992 to 2001 required or preferred a doctorate. However, I find it surprising how few of these positions

were actually filled by applicants possessing doctoral degrees. Of the seventy-six positions from 1992 to

2001 requiring or preferring a doctorate, only thirty-six percent were filled by candidates possessing

doctoral degrees at the time they were hired. In comparison, applicants with doctorates filled twenty-

nine percent of the 119 total positions. This suggests that terminal degree preferences stated in a job

description have minimal effect on whether the candidate selected will actually have a doctorate.

In examining only full-time, tenure-track positions (table 2), similar trends regarding the importance of

doctoral degrees exist; however, the percentages are higher than those for all positions combined. Of the

tenure-track positions, seventy-five percent required or preferred a doctorate, and thirty-seven percent of

the candidates hired for these positions actually possessed the degree. Meanwhile, thirty-five percent of

candidates possessing doctorates filled all tenure-track positions regardless of degree preference.

Faculty positions exist for numerous combinations of expertise. Obviously, most appointments include

some applied lesson instruction, but a wide array of responsibilities may be requested. Many of these

duties include specialized areas of percussion, such as marching percussion, world percussion, steel

band, and jazz drums and percussion, while fifty-three percent of positions include duties outside of

percussion. The most common non-percussion secondary areas are band, theory, marching band, jazz,

and world music. Presumably, percussion students who focus on one of these secondary areas may have

more job opportunities than those who specialize in less frequently requested secondary areas.
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Certain institutions have a strong record of placing their graduates in percussion faculty positions. The

Eastman School of Music placed the most graduates in percussion faculty positions, followed closely by

the University of North Texas. The University of Michigan, Northwestern University, University of Akron,

University of Arizona, University of Illinois, University of Miami, Eastern Illinois University, and Indiana

University also had multiple placements. It would be interesting to know whether the quality of the

programs at these institutions or the excellence of students attracted by these institutions accounts for

their high placement records; most likely a combination of these factors is responsible. The fact that

fifty-two institutions placed at least one graduate demonstrates that attending any number of graduate

schools could lead to employment as a percussion professor; however, students who are considering

graduate studies at an institution that has not placed any candidates would be wise to investigate the

reason why no placements have occurred. Different schools tend to prepare graduates for careers in

various fields of music. Some institutions focus on preparing graduates for careers in professional

performance; this may account for why several prominent institutions have placed only one or no

graduates in college teaching positions. Possibly students from those schools find work playing

professionally or are not interested in university teaching, or perhaps those institutions fail to be

perceived by search committees as adequately preparing students for careers as educators. In any case,

students who are searching for schools to attend should carefully consider their ultimate professional

goals as well as ask questions about the missions of various schools to determine the fields in which

graduates of those institutions tend to gain employment. Furthermore, search committees are not likely

to hire an applicant based on degrees alone; a candidate’s combination of experience is gererally most

important. Students can gain this background through studying at a college or university in addition to

teaching, performing, and studying outside of school.

Several institutions are not represented in the results of this study because their students had not yet

completed a terminal degree before they were hired. This especially applies to positions in which a

doctorate was preferred or ABD (all but dissertation) was considered. In many of these cases, the hired

candidate was still in the process of completing a doctoral degree, and the school where he or she

received a master’s degree is credited in the results of this study.
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The MVL contains valuable information not only for those who are searching for a job but also for

tracing trends in employment by the music divisions of higher-education institutions. Although it

provides a controlled sample group from which to extract data, the MVL causes some research

disadvantages. One is the difficulty in obtaining back issues of the publication. More importantly, while

most full-time positions are advertised in the MVL, many positions are not. These include positions for

which a national search is not conducted and many part-time positions. Adjunct positions are often

filled at the last minute through word of mouth or local advertisements rather than national searches.

This makes gaining a true understanding of the employment market for higher-education percussion

teaching difficult. Many people successfully make a living by combining part-time work in a number of

capacities, including adjunct college teaching, professional performance, private teaching, and public-

school teaching. The list of institutions that have placed graduates in adjunct positions would

undoubtedly be much larger than the fifty-two institutions that placed graduates in the MVL positions

advertised from 1992 to 2001.

The results of this study should provide valuable insight to students who are considering a career in

higher education percussion teaching. Understanding the qualifications hiring institutions often request

can help students to identify areas in which they may be lacking experience. These results should be

taken as one piece of information to be used in conjunction with other knowledge in making informed

educational decisions and personal evaluations.
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